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Abstract
The absolute shortage of compatible liver donors and the growing number of potential 
recipients have led scientists to explore alternative approaches to providing tissue/
organ substitutes from bioengineered sources. Bioartificial regeneration of a fully 
functional tissue/organ replacement is highly dependent on the right combination 
of engineering tools, biological principles, and materiobiology horizons. Over the 
past two decades, remarkable achievements have been made in hepatic tissue 
engineering by converging various advanced interdisciplinary research approaches. 
Three-dimensional (3D) bioprinting has arisen as a promising state-of-the-art tool 
with strong potential to fabricate volumetric liver tissue/organ equivalents using 
viscosity- and degradation-controlled printable bioinks composed of hydrous 
microenvironments, and formulations containing living cells and associated 
supplements. Source of origin, biophysiochemical, or thermomechanical properties 
and crosslinking reaction kinetics are prerequisites for ideal bioink formulation and 
realizing the bioprinting process. In this review, we delve into the forecast of the 
potential future utility of bioprinting technology and the promise of tissue/organ-
specific decellularized biomaterials as bioink substrates. Afterward, we outline various 
methods of decellularization, and the most relevant studies applying decellularized 
bioinks toward the bioengineering of in vitro liver models. Finally, the challenges 
and future prospects of decellularized material-based bioprinting in the direction of 
clinical regenerative medicine are presented to motivate further developments.
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1. Introduction
Human body is the most complex and marvelously evolved 
structure on earth, composed of many different cell types, 
tissues, and organs, performing numerous specialized 
biological functions. It has a limited capability to properly 
repair or self-regenerate most, if not all, of its complex 
tissues and organs when natural biological, structural, 
or mechanical integrity is severely compromised. 
Medical treatment of cell/tissue/organ failure because of 
cellular damage, impairment of critical tissue function, 
or devastating deficits is a paramount public health 
concern. In the case of vital organs (e.g., liver), lack of 
adequate treatment or replacement of damaged organs 
without proper treatment for progressive chronic diseases 
means certain death for the patient[1,2]. Tissue/organ 
repair and transplantation are viable options for treating 
pathologies in patients with organ dysfunction, depending 
on the intensity and severity of the disease or associated 
complications. Technological advances in cell, tissue, and 
organ transplantation procedures have proven to help 
improve the overall health of patients and increase survival 
rates while reducing the risk of side effects[3]. However, 
scarcity of optimal donors, difficulty in human leukocyte 
antigens (HLA) matching, risk of graft rejection, induction 
of postoperative immune intolerance, and the toxicity of 
the lifelong use of pharmacological immunosuppression 
are some of the daunting issues confronting the field of 
innovative transplant procedures. Given the significant 
increase in critical organ dysfunction due to a variety 
of aberrant factors, the list of patients waiting for life-
saving organ transplants is growing significantly at an 
overwhelming rate worldwide. With the alarming increase 
in the incidence of end-stage liver failure and the ongoing 
disparity between organ supply/demand ratio, transplant 
clinicians, and researchers are working frantically to 
develop advanced alternative therapeutic approaches to 
engineer bioartificial tissue grafts or bioequivalents of 
organs[4-8].

Scientific advances and technological breakthroughs 
to recapitulate the biological cascade of native tissues have 
a broad spectrum of potential biomedical applications. 
Thus, the research domains of tissue engineering and 
regenerative medicine have boosted as an immediate 
response to the urgency of alternative means of developing 
biologically active three-dimensional (3D) tissue and organ 
surrogates to help save lives as well as to address many of 

the inadequacies associated with currently intractable 
diseases. The original concept of the tissue engineering 
research field was formally proposed in a historic milestone 
research paper reported in Science by Langer and Vacanti 
in 1993, which detailed for the first time the practical 
application and properties of biodegradable scaffolds as 
a 3D-culture substrate[9]. In classical tissue engineering 
strategies, living cells, biocompatible scaffolds, and bio-
assistants (growth factors and hormones) are generally 
considered interdependent essential “building blocks” 
for the successful manufacturing of tissue-engineered 
products. Recent advances in tissue engineering to repair 
and regenerate damaged tissue have attracted significant 
interest from transplant clinicians and interdisciplinary 
researchers. Owing to the outstanding advantages, tissue 
engineering and regenerative medicine means are arguably 
the only therapeutic alternatives that apply biological 
and engineering principles to generate tissue or organ 
substitutes with native-like structural and functional 
features[9,10]. In addition to clinical translations of 
bioengineered constructs, other uses include personalized 
drug screening, drug repositioning, deconvolution of 
biophysiological and pathological signals, high-content 
analysis, disease modeling, and morphogenesis studies[11-13].

Contemporary tissue engineering strategies 
mainly rely on biocompatible porous scaffolds or 
hydrogels incorporated with living cells and associated 
supplements[9]. However, it is difficult to generate finely 
tuned therapeutically relevant biological structures using 
traditional methods. Ultimately, generating multiscale 
functional tissue and organ replacements with sufficient 
maturity remains a major obstacle in translational 
regenerative medicine[10,17-20]. Therefore, there continues 
to be an emphasis on the development and refinement 
of bioengineering strategies that either use living cells 
exclusively or incorporate biocompatible biomaterials 
for the large-scale automated biomanufacturing of 
heterogeneous and fully functional replacements for 
critical organs such as the liver, kidney, heart, and lung. 
Consequently, 3D bioprinting has appeared as a rapidly 
growing tool that utilizes computer-aided manufacturing 
techniques to produce clinically valuable bioinic structures 
with desired biological, structural, and biomechanical 
complexities for repairing/replacing diseased/damaged 
tissues/organs[21-27].

In this review, an overview of bioprinting technologies, 
bioink requirements, and fundamentals of decellularization 
methods is explained. Thereafter, we outline the recent 
representative studies for the adoption of liver-specific 
decellularized materials in the formulation of bioinks for 
liver tissue bioprinting applications. Finally, the current 
challenges in bioprinting research as well as the future 
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perspectives of the organ-specific bioink research domain 
are presented.

2. Overview of three-dimensional 
bioprinting research
3D printing relies on preprogrammed digital blueprints or 
predetermined model devised by computer-aided design 
data to generate scalable and reproducible 3D-physical 
constructs by sequentially depositing materials of interest 
in a classical layer-by-layer format. The possibility of 
using additive manufacturing in biomedical field kick-
started a race for the convergence of printing engineering, 
material chemistry, and cell biology/tissue engineering. 
Currently, bioprinting techniques based on extrusion, 
inkjet, laser, and stereolithography are being extensively 
explored for the precise construction of bioartificial soft-
to-hard tissue-like structures for drug screening, disease 
modeling and eventual clinical applications[22,28-33]. The 
working principles of these techniques are different, and 
each approach has its own uniqueness, but they are not 
free from the shortcomings that affect the manufacturing 
process and bioprinted constructs. The production of viable 
biostructures emulating natural tissues/organs features 
highly relies on the appropriate choice of bioprinting 
method and adopted bioink materials. For examples, 
inkjet technology is considered suitable for bioprinting 
of small constructs to repair tissue defects. However, 
the application of inkjet methods remains limited due 
to shear and thermal stresses on cells. Furthermore, the 
need for low-viscosity bioink significantly affects the 
mechanical stiffness, rigidity, and stability of inkjet-printed 
structures. Extrusion bioprinting allows the printing of 
bioink materials of different viscosities, which opens up 
a wider choice of biomaterials for printing the equivalent 
of larger tissues and organ-like structures. However, this 
affects the process for finer resolution and the phenotype 
and behavior of encapsulated cells. Unlike inkjet and 
extrusion printing, laser-assisted bioprinting technology 
uses energy from a laser source to produce cellular and 
tissue patterns at relatively high resolution. The main 
advantage of laser-assisted printing is the better survival 
rate of cells after printing because no nozzles are required 
and the bioink material does not come in direct contact 
with dispensing or ejection components. However, there 
are several drawbacks, including cost, thermal damage 
to cells, and cytotoxicity from laser and photoinitiators. 
Stereolithography is another promising bioprinting 
method that can produce patterned structures with higher 
resolution and precision. Still, its application is limited 
because it requires only light-curable biomaterials with 
high physical and chemical properties. Stereolithography 
does not use a nozzle, but like laser-based methods, it 

exhibits some drawbacks related to exposure to harmful 
ultraviolet (UV) light.

Although the bioprinting field is still in its infancy, 
combination of materiobiology, computer-aided design, and 
printing techniques has enabled the successful bioprinting 
of various biomimicking constructs[34,45]. Compared to 
traditional tissue engineering methodologies, bioprinting 
techniques offer several advantageous properties that are 
not achievable with conventional approaches[28,37,39,44,46-50]. 
Functionality and maturity of bioprinted constructs 
are prerequisites. Indeed, these two issues are the main 
constraints in the transition of bioprinted tissue products 
from the laboratory to the clinical setting[51-62]. To 
understand the basic concepts and operating principles of 
printing technologies suitable for bioprinting applications, 
the readers can refer to more specialized reviews[63-69].

2.1. Overview of bioink and key requirements
Bioink refers to a printable cocktail of hydrogel 
embedded with cells and bioactive molecules that 
provide a 3D microenvironment to support cell growth, 
proliferation, migration, differentiation, and postprinting 
maturation[70-73]. Bioink not only constrains embedded cells 
and bioactive components to build complex structures but 
also provides a hydrous 3D-microenvironment conducive 
to the permeation of oxygen, nutrients, and other soluble 
metabolites. An ideal cell-laden bioink exhibits excellent 
liquid absorption, wetting and swelling properties 
for regulating cell infiltration, motility, adhesion, and 
remodeling[74]. Hence, finding a cytocompatible ECM 
surrogate with appropriate physiochemical and biological 
properties is the basic requirement for the preparation of an 
ideal bioink and cell encapsulation[75-78]. The reinforcement 
of novel materials in the bioink formulation process is 
not only crucial to modulate the rigidity or stiffness of 
the structures, and to protect the biological performance 
of cells during the printing process but also to ensure the 
functionality of the cells embedded within 3D-bioprinted 
constructs. Research is still ongoing to design novel 
bioinks using natural, synthetic, or semisynthetic materials 
(Figure 1). Critical milestones in bioinks design and their 
formulation are determined by the physiomechanical 
characteristics (viscosity, viscoelasticity, porosity, topology, 
architectural fidelity, tensile strength, rigidity, and stiffness), 
biochemical properties (composition, crosslinking, gelation 
kinetics, biodegradability, degradation rate, insolubility in 
cell culture medium, and immunological compatibility) of 
the target tissues/organs (Figure 2)[79]. The implementation 
of bioprinting technologies for the successful fabrication of 
viable 3D-printed structures and their clinical translations 
are directly linked to bioink cytocompatibility, stability, 
and sustainability. Therefore, important determinants 
of bioinks, such as biocompatibility, nonimmunogenic 
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degradability, tuneability molecular weight, and material 
concentration must be optimized in the preprinting stages 
to ensure efficient printability and reproducibility of the 
bioprinted products.

Several studies have demonstrated the design and 
synthesis of a wide variety of cytocompatible bioink 
materials that can be printed alone as scaffolds or as 
living cells embedded hydrogel for the 3D bioprinting of 
spatially defined tissue constructs[73,80-87]. These bioink 
materials are mostly prepared from natural, synthetic, 
and semisynthetic polymer systems featuring typical 
native-like extracellular matrix (ECM)-mimicking 
features. Although commonly used natural biopolymers 
(e.g., alginate, collagen, chitosan, gelatin, hyaluronic 
acid, and agarose) offer biophysical and biochemical 
resemblances with the native ECM; the printability, 
mechanical integrity, batch-to-batch variability, and 
cell-adhesive properties of natural biopolymers are 
not yet fully compatible with existing bioprinting 
modalities. Synthetic bioinks, on the other hand, 
are generally synthesized by chemically modifying 
polymeric materials. Synthetic biomaterials are often 
tailored with more supramolecular chemistries and 
mostly exhibit acceptable rheological, crosslinking, 
and gelling properties. Synthetic polymers such as 

polyethylene glycol (PEG), polyethylene oxide (PEO), 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), polylactic-glycolic acid 
(PLGA), polylactic acid (PLA), polycaprolactone (PCL), 
and gelatin methacryloyl (GelMA) are commonly used 
for 3D bioprinting applications[88,89].

Arguably, recent advances in the design of a variety 
of bio-interesting materials using different chemical, 
physical, and enzymatic crosslinking strategies have 
enabled the formulation of several bioinks[90-92]. 
Although bioinks based on natural and synthetic 
or semisynthetic materials are endowed with pro-
regenerative biophysiochemical attributes that are, 
to some extent, adaptable to the requirements of 
biologically active tissue regeneration, they are still 
far from ideal bioinks for establishing complex tissue-
engineered products for clinical applications (Figure 3). 
Poor cytocompatibility, anchorage-providing scaffolds, 
cellular recognition, immunomodulation, and tissue-
specific degradation of synthetic materials are among 
the limiting factors hindering the wider application of 
synthetic polymers in the bioengineering of complex, and 
functional hierarchical structures. Thus, there remains 
a significant tradeoff between the printing methods, 
the printing process efficiency, and the rheological and 
physicochemical parameters of bioinks[93].

Figure 1. Crosslinking methods used in the synthesis of different kinds of hydrogels. Adapted from ref.[74], with copyright permission under the terms of 
the CC-BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
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3. Decellularized extracellular matrix as 
potential bioink material
Decellularization refers to the process of complete elution 
of cells and some antigenic components, primarily from 
animal and human tissues and organs, while maintaining 
the inherent 3D microstructural, physicochemical, 
and biomechanical properties essential for preserving 
specialized cell functions and regulating tissue integrity 
in acellular matrix templates[94-96]. Decellularization of 
specific organs and tissues can be typically accomplished 
by chemical, physical, and enzymatic approaches 
(Figure  4). A combination of these methods can also be 
used to increase the effectiveness of the decellularization 
procedures, avoid detrimental effects associated with 
certain decellularization techniques, and balance the 
removal of cellular components with the preservation 

of extracellular components[97-106]. It is noteworthy that 
decellularized-acellular matrices retain predominantly 
fibrous and nonantigenic extracellular macromolecules, 
such as glycoproteins (collagen, elastin, fibronectin, and 
laminin), glycosaminoglycans, proteoglycans, and growth 
factors. In contrast, reconstitution of the original bioactive 
composition, natural organization, and hierarchal structure 
of the tissue-specific microenvironment is synthetically 
impossible (Figure 5).

There is an increasing interest in the biofabrication/
bioprinting of tissue-specific bioequivalents in terms of 
anatomical, functional, and architectural features for 
studying the fundamental biological and pathophysiology 
processes, mechanotransductive responses, drug 
response profiling, cytotoxicity screening, and 
development of personalized tissue-based therapies. To 

Figure 2. Important variables in hydrogel design and synthesis for biofabrication-bioprinting applications. Adapted from ref.[81], with copyright permission.
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achieve these goals, development and selection of organ/
tissue-specific decellularized matrix-derived bioink is 
considered one of the promising tools for bioprinting 
research[107-114]. Researchers are integrating the 
advantages of organ-specific decellularized extracellular 
matrices (dECM) with supramolecular surface 
functionalization and surface chemistry remodeling to 
function as selective bioink substrates for target tissues 
and organs. The prerequisites for the broad application 
of bioinks derived from decellularized materials are as 
follows: selection of the tissue/organ, decellularization 
and purification, biochemical, topographical and 
rheological characterizations, and postdecellularization 
modifications. Generally, decellularized matrices 
are conjugated with other biocompatible materials 
in order to enhance the rheological and viscoelastic 
properties of the bioinks, or utilization of the same 
for 3D bioprinting of stable, mature, sustainable, 
functional, and clinically relevant human-scale tissue 
and organ equivalents[82,109,110,112]. Applications of dECM-

based bioinks for different tissues/organs are shown in 
Figure 6[90,115,116].

3.1. Liver-derived dECM bioinks for liver tissue 
engineering
As decellularized materials preserve tissue-specific 
biophysical and biochemical properties that are difficult to 
emulate with other synthetic and semisynthetic polymers 
or biopolymers isolated from natural sources, liver dECM 
is considered one of the most promising bioink materials 
that can provide an efficient supporting framework to 
specific hepatic cells and orchestrate reciprocal interactions 
between cells by providing tissue-specific dynamic 
microenvironment. Moreover, liver-specific decellularized 
matrices are composed of specialized biopolymers (e.g., 
collagen, elastin, fibrin, glycosaminoglycans), and retain 
many biochemical, biophysical, and biomechanical 
signaling molecules of tissue/organ of origin[117-123].

Several studies have begun to adopt dECM-based 
bioinks to replicate organ’s microarchitecture and 

Figure 3. Consideration of bioink formulation and translational path to the clinical setting. The text in the boxes indicates the desired features of bioinks from 
design to formulation to translational applications. Adapted from ref.[93], with copyright permission under the terms of the CC-BY-NC-ND 3.0 license.
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physiological features in 3D bioprinted constructs. 
Skardal et al. conducted an interesting study to fabricate 
liver constructs by implementing dECM/HA/gelatin 
blended bioink utilizing an extrusion-based bioprinting 
approach[124]. To prepare bioinks, the authors used two-
crosslinker and two-stage polymerization chemistry. In the 
first approach, multi-arm polyethylene glycol acrylate (PEG 
4-Arm) was used as crosslinker and (4-(2-hydroxyethoxy) 
phenyl-(2-propyl) ketone as photoinitator. In the second 
strategy, multi-arm polyethylene glycol acrylate (PEG 
8-Arm) alkyne was used as a crosslinker. The pre-bioink 
was formed through the UV light irradiation and thiol-
alkyne polymerization reaction. Liver spheroids comprised 
of primary human hepatocytes, primary human stellate 
cells, and primary human Kupffer cells were encapsulated 
in the blended solution. For functional assessment, 
bioprinted structures were maintained for 14 days. Using 
this model, the authors demonstrated that the printed 
spheroids maintained consistent viability rate, and 
recapitulated hepatic functions, such as albumin secretion 
and urea synthesis.

Similarly, Lee et al. developed 3D liver constructs 
using porcine liver-derived decellularized material 
and polycaprolactone-based hybrid bioink solution 
supplemented with human hepatocellular carcinoma cells 
and human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem 
cells[125]. The authors demonstrated that after incubating the 

printed constructs in a culture medium for seven days, the 
human hepatocellular carcinoma cells were able to produce 
liver-specific functions (albumin and urea secretion). 
Interestingly, human bone marrow-derived mesenchymal 
stem cells showed an enhanced differentiation process 
(Figure 7). Yu et al. prepared photo-crosslinkable bioink 
solutions using dECM derived from pig liver, gelatin, 
methacryloyl prepolymer, and lithium phenyl-2,4,6 
trimethylbenzoylphosphinate[126]. They used a custom-
built digital light processing (DLP)-based scanningless and 
continuous 3D bioprinting system for the biofabrication 
of liver structures. Biopatterned constructs based on 
hepatocytes derived from human induced pluripotent stem 
cells (hiPSCs) were cultured for seven days, and cell viability 
and expression levels of cell-specific genes were evaluated. 
Live/dead staining showed that biopatterned constructs 
were able to maintain viability throughout the experimental 
period. In addition, high-magnification bioimaging 
confirmed the formation of clusters and hexagonal patterns 
over seven days. Kim et al. prepared a composite bioink 
solution based on porcine liver-derived dECM, gelatin, 
and hyaluronic acid[127]. The authors used multidispensing 
bioprinting system equipped with a Nano master SMP-III for 
creating the micropatterns of primary mouse hepatocytes. 
Their findings demonstrated that introducing dECM 
microparticles into the composite bioink significantly 
improved 3D printability and mechanical integrity. Overall 

Figure 4. Concept of decellularization approaches based on chemical, physical, and enzymatic procedures.
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data showed that the micropatterned structures-maintained 
viability for one week and recapitulated hepatic functions. 
Lewis et al. aimed to control the creation and formation of 
the biliary tract using decellularized bioink derived from 
female Yorkshire pigs (Figure 7)[128]. The authors employed 
sacrificial poloxamer Pluronic F-127 as a support structure 
to control the geometric distribution and orientation 
of the in vitro biliary tree model. Computational image 
analysis showed that Pluronic F-127 enabled efficient bio-
patterning of hepatocytes/cholangiocytes and facilitated 
the alignment of stable tubular structures with controlled 
2D geometry. The authors used dual printing parameters 
to extrude cell-laden dECM pre-gel solution into the F-127 
structures for the formation of biliary structures. Lee et al. 
used porcine liver-derived decellularized bioink material 
to co-culture hepatocytes and biofabricate biliary system 
models using a cell printing/liver-on-chip model[129]. The 
authors incorporated decellularized material with poly 
(ethylene/vinyl acetate) for structure printing in a layer-
by-layer format. To prepare the liver-on-a-chip model, 
microporous vascular and biliary fluidic channels with 
media reservoirs were printed to mimic the vascular and 
biliary systems. The model also demonstrated excellent 

hepatic function and drug responsiveness. The results 
demonstrated that the integration of biliary fluidic channel 
facilitated the generation of biliary system and recapitulated 
hepatic functions. The proposed model also showed 
excellent hepatic functions and drug responsiveness. Wang 
et al. used digital light processing (DLP) bioprinting setup 
to print photocurable methacrylated gelatin-based bioink 
containing porcine liver dECM and human-induced 
hepatocytes (hiHep cells) to fabricate microtissue structures 
via photo-crosslinking with lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimet
hylbenzoylphosphinate[130]. The proposed bioink showed 
improvements in printability, cell viability, and hepatic 
functions post-printing. Jeong et al. used porcine livers-
derived decellularized materials to evaluate the influence 
of various detergent types on liver-decellularized matrix-
based bioinks and bioprintability[131]. The proposed bioinks 
embedded with primary mouse hepatocyte-spheroids 
displayed excellent performance. The printed constructs 
formed clusters and maintained good cytocompatibility 
for 14 days.

Recently, Khati et al. applied decellularization technology 
to produce temperature-sensitive multi-material bioink 

Figure 5. Endogenous extracellular matrix components-based biomaterials suitable for tissue engineering and regenerative medicine applications. Adapted 
from ref.[97], with copyright permission.
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Figure 6. (a–j): Decellularization process and preparation of organ-specific bioink using different tissue sources. Native and decellularized extracellular 
matrix and its contents: (a-b) cartilage, (c-d) heart, and (e-f) adipose tissue (reproduced from ref.[90] under CC-BY-NC-ND 3.0 license, copyright 2014 
Nature Publishing Group), (g-h) liver (reproduced with permission from ref.[115], copyright 2017 American Chemical Society), (i-j) kidney (reproduced 
with permission from ref.[116], copyright 2018 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.).
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comprised of the porcine liver-derived acellular matrix, 
gelatin, polyethylene glycol, and tyrosine[132]. The authors 
used gelatin as a rheology enhancer, polyethylene glycol 
as a crosslinker, and mushroom tyrosinase for enzymatic 
crosslinking and mechanical integrity improvement of the 
bioprinted constructs. To ensure maximum cell viability 
and proliferation, they embedded HepG2 in the bioink 
solution and maintained the printed structures for 1 week. 
The results demonstrated that the printed structures were 
able to maintain HepG2 survival and liver-specific function 
for 1 week.

4. Future outlook and perspectives
3D bioprinting offers tremendous potential necessary to 
overcome the obstacles associated with conventional tissue 
engineering and regenerative medicine approaches. This 
transformative technology possesses several advantages 
essential to control the spatiotemporal orientation of cell-
laden bioprinted constructs for clinical translation. Over 

the past several years, bioprinting has been widely explored 
in the biofabrication of human spare parts, and some of the 
printed structures are already in the distinct clinical phases 
(e.g., hydroxyapatite bone, cartilage, ear, and nose)[133-135].

In the current scenario, considering bioprinting 
technology as an option to manufacture transplantable 
tissue/organs is far too optimistic. Multicellular 
biological structures (e.g., liver) are highly complex with 
built-in hierarchical organizations and zonations, and 
3D-bioprinted equivalents must replicate key anatomical 
and morphological features. To date, bioprinting has been 
used to print a variety of tissue architectures (parts of the 
liver, heart, nephron, lung, muscle, cartilage, and kidney) 
or cancer models. However, despite some achievements, 
several key challenges still need to be addressed, especially 
in the biofabrication of extremely complex tissue/organs. 
It is worth noting that many bioprinted constructs are 
commonly used as in vitro models for basic developmental, 
morphogenetic, pharmacokinetic, and drug response 

Figure 7. (a) Schematic of the dual printing process using pure dECM and dECM with Pluronic F-127. (b) Influences of strut with different widths on 
the alignment of ductal structure. Cholangiocyte duct structures (green) and collagen fibrils. (c) Hepatocyte/cholangiocyte co-culture and formation of 
biliary structure after 7 days. Images were reproduced from ref.[128], with copyright permission. (d and e) Characteristics of bioprinted HepG2 constructs 
based using decellularized materials based bioink. (f and g) 2D printing patterns and 3D hybrid structures. (h) Cell viability of BMMSCs and (i) HepG2 
cells on day 7.
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studies. Efficient implementation of bioprinting technology 
for GMP-compliant biomanufacturing of clinical-grade 
tissue/organ substitutes suitable for transplantation 
will require a multitude of technological and bioink 
material-related research advancements. The fundamental 
limitations in achieving complex, implantable, clinical-
grade bioprinted structures include poor resolution, 
dimensions, speed, accuracy, and precision. To produce 
biomimetic constructs with accurate geometric and 
compositional attributes, bioink must be printed at a 
reasonable resolution ideally comparable to the average 
size of human body cells (10–20 μm). Identification of 
functionally graded biomaterials in the formulation of 
bioink is another limiting factor in bioprinting research 
and mandatory regulatory approvals.

Despite many efforts in bioink formulation, the design 
and development of tissue/organ-specific bioinks (with 
minimum sol–gel transition and crosslinking duration 
without nozzle clogging) suitable for specific bioprinting 
of functionally graded bioconstructs are still limited. 
To fabricate industrial-scale bioprinted structures for 
implantation or repair/replacement of damaged/diseased 
portions, bioink precursors should be stable, reliable, 
printable, biocompatible, cytocompatible, biodegradable, 
bioactive, and commercially available. In addition to 
the essential features of bioprinting, bioink should be 
organ-specific with regeneration-promoting properties, 
providing an ideal platform for angiogenesis in culture, and 
avoiding immune rejection after surgical transplantation. 
Nonetheless, highly complex ultrastructural and 
biomechanical features of ECM vary from tissue to tissue 
or organ to organ, which makes it difficult to reconstitute 
using other natural, synthetic, and semisynthetic 
polymers. Thus, the reconstruction of structural delicacy 
and complexity of multicellular human organs, mimicry 
of biological mechanism of organ developmental stages, 
specialized vascular networks, and innervation patterns 
are some of the most critical challenges. Formulation 
of bioink recapitulating the complexity of native tissue/
organ-specific matrices is still an open challenge.

Fortunately, the emerging concept of using tissue/
organ decellularization technology to design and formulate 
acellular matrix-based cell-laden bioinks provides the 
potential toward the biofabrication of specific tissue/
organ bioequivalents. Briefly, decellularization method has 
evolved as an attractive technology for removing cellular 
components from source tissue/organ while preserving 
important constituents of ECM. Decellularized matrix is 
considered the most biomimetic, reliable, and instructive 
biomaterial compared to other natural, synthetic, or 
synthetic materials for the formulation of translational 
bioink substrates that can induce or control a vast number 

of cellular processes essential for cell growth, tissue 
repair, regeneration, and homeostasis through embedded 
physical, chemical, and biological cues. Typically, chemical, 
biological, physical, or combative methods are used for 
decellularization. Although experimental procedures for 
decellularizing nearly all tissues in the body have been well 
studied, there is still no consensus on the optimal protocol 
to use for each tissue/organ of various species. This is 
because each tissue has different characteristics in terms of 
source, donor age, size of tissue/organ, abundance of ECM 
contents, morphological appearance, anatomical location, 
cytoarchitecture, and cellular density. Therefore, when 
performing decellularization treatments, it is essential to 
recognize that one protocol may not yield effective results 
for all tissue types[136-149].

The common procedure for preparing bioink using 
liver decellularized bioink is to solubilize the extracted 
and purified ECM crystals, enzymatically (pepsin) 
digest them, and adjust the pH and ion concentration. 
Although decellularized liver materials have remarkable 
biophysicochemical properties, their low mechanical 
strength makes it difficult to maintain stability, stiffness, 
shape fidelity, and maturity of the biostructures during 
and after the printing phase. To overcome these problems, 
solubilized decellularized bioink materials can be further 
biofunctionalized with enhancers that are important 
to synchronously improve the mechanical, rheological, 
and biological properties of the original bioink. Overall, 
crosslinked dECM-derived bioinks can significantly 
improve structural stability, cell encapsulation ability, 
mechanical strength, material bonding, and printability 
comparable to nondeformable tissues/organs. Recently, 
the application of conjugated bioinks using decellularized 
matrices and gelatin derivatives has attracted much 
attention. For example, by adding methacrylic acid 
groups to gelatin derivatives, it is possible to synthesize 
dECM-GelMA composites that form hydrogels by 
photo-crosslinking via a UV crosslinking mechanism. 
Crosslinking modification with methacrylic acid has been 
demonstrated to significantly improve the mechanical 
integrity of bioinks based on decellularized materials. It is 
clear that the preparation of decellularized bioink materials 
and their biological, physical, and mechanical integrity 
is highly dependent on the method of decellularization, 
concentration of cell contents, gelation rate, physical, 
chemical, and enzymatic crosslinking mechanisms.

While 3D bioprinting is undoubtedly the future hope 
for automated manufacturing of more stable bioartificial 
tissues and organ substitutes within a predictable 
timeframe, this technology is still in its infancy. More 
advanced biomaterials engineering and crosslinking 
strategies to biofunctionalize decellularized matrices with 
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functionally innovative biomaterials and drug delivery 
media must be explored to bridge the gap between 
experimental research and practical personalized 
regenerative medicine applications. Thus, further advances 
are urgently needed to solve the challenging problems 
associated with the multiscale manufacturing of clinical-
grade bioengineered products for application in tissue 
repair and regeneration[150]. Furthermore, the current 
intrinsic shortcomings of bioprinting technologies, which 
are essential for reconstructing vascularized, hierarchical 
biological structures with organ-specific biochemical 
or biomechanical characteristics that resemble their 
native counterparts, also need to be addressed through 
interdisciplinary collaborative research efforts.

5. Conclusion
Using bioprinting technology and bioink materials to 
print and recapitulate tissue/organ function have a broad 
spectrum of biomedical applications. This automated 
approach has significantly boosted the tissue engineering 
and regenerative medicine research. Despite its remarkable 
advancement and encouraging results, 3D bioprinting 
technology still needs to be validated to generate fully 
functional and mechanically robust bioprinted liver 
substitutes suitable for transplantation. There are 
still areas for improvements in using the bioprinting 
approach for clinical applications. Further advancements, 
including advances in the printing resolution, and the 
development of functionally graded organ-specific 
ECM based-bioinks will enable the bioprinting field to 
satisfy myriads of pragmatic biomedical applications, 
such as the development of patient-specific tissue/organ 
equivalents with defined geometric arrangements and 
directed 3D bioassembly for personalized drug screening, 
liver reconstruction, and repair damaged tissue or whole 
organ.
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